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Meet Cassandra Slick--a private investigator who knows that few pleasures in life can compare to a
dry martini, a sexy blonde, and serving sweet justice on New Jersey's meanest streets. . . While
other little girls dreamed of growing up to be princesses, Cassandra Slick wanted to be Pam Grier
in Foxy Brown, busting bad-ass criminals while yelling "Take that, you jive turkey!" She got her
wish, but at the request of her girlfriend Laura--the beautiful, blonde daughter of New Jersey's
wealthiest clam magnate--Slick has given up cop life to be a P.I. Now her former precinct
captain, Frank DeStasio, has called on Slick's help to clear a colleague, Tom Brandeal, accused of
murdering a gorgeous black prostitute. Brandeal is a homophobe who does the force no favors,
but Slick has her own reasons for wanting to know what really happened to her old friend
Paradise, a.k.a Gloria Roxley. Scouring the back alleys and red-light districts of Newark--the
compost heap of the Garden State--Slick is soon knee-deep in shady senators, crooked cops,
fabulous transsexuals, sordid blackmail, and lots and lots of dead bodies--and her troubles are only
just beginning. . .
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Pepperoni Pizza Can Be Murder , Chris Cavender, Apr 1, 2011, Fiction, 304 pages. After the body of
her delivery driver's brother ends up on the floor of her pizzeria, Eleanor Swift enlists the help of
her sister Maddy in searching for the real killer, all.

Naughty Little Secrets , Mary Wilbon, Aug 1, 2004, Fiction, 288 pages. In this uproarious, madcap
novel, Mary Wilbon introduces two irresistible heroines about to stumble into more trouble than
they could ever imagine (think parties, think booze.

On River Road , Victoria Endicott, 2010, Fiction, 352 pages. Five teenagers face one tragic night.
Pulling together, in the midst of a terrifying auto wreck that leaves them stranded in rural
darkness. Helpless, trying everything in.

 , , , , . .

A Crucial Mission , Teddy Osantowski, , , . .

Make Your Move , Samantha Hunter, May 1, 2010, Fiction, 224 pages. Jodie Patterson's posh
bakery is all about satisfying cravings. Her signature aphrodisiac cookies have been flying off the
shelves...and giving Jodie some delicious ideas of.

Shadow Laws , Jim Michael Hansen, Oct 14, 2006, Fiction, 400 pages. Denver homicide detective
Bryson Coventry, and beautiful young attorney Taylor Sutton, are separately hunting vicious killers
but for very different reasons. As the two.

Last Kiss , Jon Ripslinger, 2007, High school students, . Iowa farm boy Billy O'Reilly has been
secretly dating Lisa Wells, daughter of the wealthy president of the local college. Her controlling
father disapproves of the relationship.

One Last Cry , Manswell Peterson, Sep 1, 2008, Fiction, 84 pages. When love comes . . . . how will
you respond? Will you welcome it with both arms . . . or will you turn it away. What if this Love
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wasn't meant for you . . . could you turn.

The Watcher , Lisa Riccio Morgan, 2007, Fiction, 216 pages. Detective Mason Stone of the Charles
Towne Police Department teams up with his brothers from the FBI and state law enforcement
division to take on what is proving to be the.

Fever in the Blood , Robert Fleming, 2006, Fiction, 316 pages. Filled with rage against everyone
around him--the family he lost to a vicious gang, the foster family that "rescued" him, and the
cops who caught him with blood on his hands.

Shaded Light , N. J. Lindquist, 2004, Fiction, 384 pages. ItвЂ™s the July long weekend, and Ellen
Brodie, with matchmaking on her mind, has invited an attractive distant cousin from out west for
a visit. She has also included her son.



Winning Proposals How to Write Them and Get Results, Hans Tammemagi, Jan 1, 1995, Business
report writing, 92 pages. It all begins, or ends, with the proposal. This book teaches readers how
to prepare a proposal that will impress, persuade, and get results. This is the essential guide for
allDie Trying , Lee Child, 2008, Fiction, 434 pages. When a woman is kidnapped, Jack Reacher's in
the wrong place at the wrong time. He's kidnapped with her. Now he has to save them both
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Grenville the story of a great New Zealand jockey, James Anthony Knight, 1977, Sports &
Recreation, 230 pagesThe Study of Temperament Changes, Continuities, and Challenges, Robert
Plomin, Judy Dunn, 1986, Psychology, 180 pages. First Published in 1986. Routledge is an imprint
of Taylor & Francis, an informa company
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Elementary Linear Algebra with Supplemental Applications , Howard Anton, Chris Rorres, 2011,
Algebra, 777 pages. Elementary Linear Algebra 10th edition gives an elementary treatment of
linear algebra that is suitable for a first course for undergraduate students. The aim is to present
theThe Evolutionary Mind Conversations on Science, Imagination & Spirit, Rupert Sheldrake,
Terence K. McKenna, Ralph Abraham, 2005, Philosophy, 226 pages. The authors' passion is to
break out of paradigms that retard our evolution and to explore new possibilities. Through
challenge and synergy they venture where few have gone
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Eat Smart in India How to Decipher the Menu, Know the Market Foods & Embark on a Tasting
Adventure, Joan B. Peterson, Indu Menon, 2004, Cooking, 139 pages. Food is one of the first and
most immediate contacts a traveler makes with a foreign county. More and more travelers are
making it a more memorable contact by taking along oneEmotional First Aid Practical Strategies for
Treating Failure, Rejection, Guilt, and Other Everyday Psychological Injuries, Guy Winch, 2013,
Emotions, 304 pages. First aid for failure.Although we have bandages for cuts, chicken soup for
colds, and ice packs for bruises, most of us have no idea how to treat day-to-day emotional
injuries



e-Study Guide for: Physics for Scientists and Engineers by Paul A. Tipler, ISBN 9781429201346 ,
Cram101 Textbook Reviews, Jan 1, 2012, Education, 130 pages. Never Highlight a Book Again!
Just the FACTS101 study guides give the student the textbook outlines, highlights, practice quizzes
and optional access to the full practice testsThe Mummy's Curse , C. E. Albertson, Nov 2, 2000,
Fiction Time Famine A Novel, Lance Olsen, 1996, Fantasy fiction, 324 pages Examines the gap in
martial arts training between sport and combat techniques, analyzes fundamental strikes, kicks,
and locks, and presents sport competition forms modified for.



Charleston Furniture, 1700-1825 , E. Milby Burton, 1997, Antiques & Collectibles, 150 pages.
Documents early Charleston's burgeoning fortunes and sumptuous furnishingsVery like a whale ,
Val Mulkerns, Oct 15, 1987, Fiction, 192 pages One Last Kiss 2009 Informal Logic A Handbook for
Critical Argumentation, Douglas N. Walton, 1989, Philosophy, 292 pages. This is an introductory
guidebook to the basic principles of how to construct good arguments and how to criticeze bad
ones. It is non-technical in its approach and is based on `A wealth of material for educators in
schools, universities and other educational settings. They will also be a substantial resource for
students undertaking higher degree. This book consists largely of previously untranslated work.
Kuzmin was a master of many genres: poet, dramatist, writer of narrative prose, and influential
literary manifestos.
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Analysis and design of retaining structures against earthquakes proceedings of sessions sponsored
by the Soil Dynamics Committee of the Geo-Institute of the American Society of Civil Engineers in
conjunction with the ASCE National Convention in Washington, D.C., November 10-14, 1996,
Shamsher Prakash, American Society of Civil Engineers. Geo-Institute. Soil Dynamics Committee,
1996, Technology & Engineering, 136 pagesIdeas of Race: Oxford Bibliographies Online Research
Guide , Oxford University Press, Jun 1, 2010, History, 36 pages. This ebook is a selective guide
designed to help scholars and students of the ancient world find reliable sources of information by
directing them to the best available
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RelatГіrio anual , FundaГ§ГЈo Calouste Gulbenkian, 1995Navigational Tips for Living in an
Imperfect World , Charles Bentley, Marian Edmunds, 2012, Psychology, 110 pages. A global
positioning system for humans, this edition shows how to navigate personal pathways through an
imperfect world. With original drawings and cartoons by Beale, the text Exchange Rates and
External Balances Evidence from Eight South-East Asian Countries, Simran Sahi, 1992, Asia, 222
pages ""The Reproduction of Mothering" was that rare book that had a major impact on two
different constituencies: feminists and psychoanalysts. It was a must-read in 1978, putting. In
Mark Rashid's fourth book, Life Lessons from a Ranch Horse, the teacher becomes the student
when a nondescript horse named Buck steps into his life. Odd behavior from this. Here is a deluxe
gift-box edition of L.M. Montgomery's classic stories about one of the most beloved fictional
heroines of all time--Anne of Green Gables.
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The greatest networker in the world , John Milton Fogg, 1995, Multilevel marketing, 145
pagesJohnno , David Malouf, 1998, Biography & Autobiography, 237 pages. David Malouf's first
novel is a rare classic, evoking an Australian boyhood in the forties, the pubs and brothels of the
fifties, and the years away treading water overseas. An Falling , Colin Thubron, Jul 31, 2012,
Fiction, 160 pages. From the crowd below a journalist watches, as a circus girl performs her
strangely daring trapeze act, and is captivated by her beauty, outrageous costumes and exotic
make-up



Spanish-speaking Students and Guidance , Erwin W. Pollack, Julius Menacker, 1971, Education, 86
pagesCellular Mobile Communication , Gottapu Sasibhushana Rao, , , 936 pages. Mobile Cellular
Communication covers all the important aspects of cellular and mobile communications from the
Internet to signals, access protocols and cellular systems and is download One Last Kiss 2009
0758240287, 9780758240286 ExpressWays , Steven J. Molinsky, Bliss, Caroline Graham, 2004,
Language Arts & Disciplines, . ExpressWays Activity workbooks offer reinforcement through
grammar, reading, writing and listening comprehension practice fully coordinated with the student
texts. The activity Here, for the first time anywhere, is a precise measurement of a celebrity's
impact on American culture. This annotated, highly readable listing details the verified book.
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Gays under grace a gay Christian's response to the Moral Majority, Maury Johnston, 1983, Religion,
202 pagesWindows Xp for Dummies , Andy Rathbone, 2001, Microsoft Windows (Computer file),
384 pages One Last Kiss 2009
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Gustav Gloom and the Four Terrors #3 , Adam-Troy Castro, Aug 15, 2013, Juvenile Fiction, 248
pages. In Gustav Gloom and the Four Terrors, things are not always what they seem in the Gloom
Mansion. Gustav decides that he needs to rescue his father from the Dark Country, but
heMacroeconomics , David C. Colander, 2007, Business & Economics, 475 pages. Written in an
informal colloquial style, this student-friendly Principles of Macroeconomics textbook does not
sacrifice intellectual depth in its quest for accessibility. The A Methodology for Developing and
Deploying Internet and Intranet Solutions , Jeff R. Greenberg, 1998, Computers, 320 pages.
Today's Intranet, Internet, and client/server deployments involve more sites, more participants,
more technologies, and more complexity than ever before. Now a top Hewlett The Word by Word
Picture Dictionary presents more than 3,000 vocabulary words through lively full-color illustrations.
This innovative Picture Dictionary offers students the.
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Storybooks , Roderick Hunt, Sep 11, 2003, Language Arts & Disciplines, 16 pages. Oxford Reading
Tree remains the nation's favourite reading scheme and countless children have learnt to read with
Biff, Chip, and Kipper. We are delighted to unveil its freshAn Autobiography of Joseph Conrad ,
Stephen Brennan, May 6, 2014, Biography & Autobiography, 304 pages. Heart of Darkness author
Joseph Conrad (born JГіzef Teodor Konrad Korzeniowski in 1857) was a Polish writer who learned
to read, write, and speak English after he was granted download One Last Kiss Kensington
Publishing Corp., 2009



Modern Well Design , Bernt Sigve AadnГёy, Jan 1, 1997, Technology & Engineering, 240 pages.
Here is a systematic approach to the planning and design of petroleum wells, with a number of
new and original methods for well enhancementHare and the Lion , , Sep 1, 2003, Fables, 32
pages. Generations of children have grown up with and loved these timeless Indian Tales. Easy -
to - read re - tellings of classic Indian stories are enhanced by exciting, richly Mary Wilbon 2009
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Kids Knitting , Melanie Falick, 1998, Juvenile Nonfiction, 127 pages. From bean bags to bracelets to
a rolled-edge sweater, step-by-step instructions for twelve easy projects introduce the basic tools,
stitches, and techniques of knittingTangata Tangata The Changing Ethnic Contours of New
Zealand, Paul Spoonley, David George Pearson, 2004, Immigrants, 319 pages. Offers new insight
into the shifting contours of ethnicity and ethic debate in Aotearoa, New Zealand (NZ). It informs
readers about the central debates in NZ in the 21st century Chemical Kinetics and Reaction
Dynamics , Santosh K. Upadhyay, Apr 29, 2007, Science, 272 pages. Chemical Kinetics and
Reaction Dynamics Santosh K. Upadhyay Chemical Kinetics and Reaction Dynamics brings together
the major facts and theories relating to the rates with Provides a concise account of the events of
World War II in the Pacific, including the impact of the events and the personalities, battles, and
weapons behind them. It Is A Documentation Of Perspectives, Reviews, Research Findings And
Experiences Relating To The Empowerment Strategy Relating To Socio-Economic, Political And
Psychological. Never Highlight a Book Again! Just the FACTS101 study guides give the student the
textbook outlines, highlights, practice quizzes and optional access to the full practice tests.
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Highway and Byways Studies on Reform and Post-communist Transition, JГЎnos Kornai, 1995,
Business & Economics, 241 pages. Hungarian economist Janos Kornai first used the metaphor of a
single path to postsocialist transition in his earlier book, The Road to a Free Economy. The new
metaphor thatA First Course in Calculus , Serge Lang, 1986, Mathematics, 727 pages. This fifth
edition of Lang's classic text covers all of the topics traditionally taught in the first-year calculus
sequence. Divided into five parts, each section contains
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Back trailing on open range , Luke Decatur Sweetman, 1951, Cowboys, 248 pagesAlibis
0758240287, 9780758240286 The Noticer Sometimes, All a Person Needs is a Little Perspective,
Andy Andrews, 2009, Religion, 167 pages. When a small Alabama community is overwhelmed by
such challenges as rising divorce rates, disillusioned young people, and failing businesses, a
mysterious older man named Jones Includes simple stories and poems, labeled pictures, and
rebuses to help young children discover the pleasure of reading. As wireless devices and systems
get both smaller and more ubiquitous, the demand for effective but small antennas is rapidly
increasing. This book will describe the theory.



Sync The Emerging Science of Spontaneous Order, Steven Strogatz, Mar 5, 2003, Science, 338
pages. A pioneer in the scientific field of synchronicity examines the work of physicists and
mathematicians out to prove how spontaneous order emerges from chaosOECD Trade Policy
Studies Liberalisation and Universal Access to Basic Services Telecommunications, Water and
Sanitation, Financial Services, and Electricity Telecommunications, Water and Sanitation, Financial
Services, and Electricity, OECD, The World Bank, Nov 14, 2006, , 276 pages. This volume explores
whether and how trade liberalisation can contribute to achieving universal service goals in
telecommunications, water and sanitation, financial services One Last Kiss 2009 The Works of
Michel de Montaigne: Essays of Montaigne, tr. by C. Cotton; rev. by W.C. Haxlett [!]- v. 10. Life
and letters of Montaigne, with notes and index, rev. by W. C. Haxlett [! , Michel de Montaigne,
Ralph Waldo Emerson, William Carew Hazlitt, 1910 Also available are the multimedia CD-ROMs
Fundamentals of English Grammar Interactive and Understanding and Using English Grammar
Interactive. Clear, direct and comprehensive.



Roger Fry a biography, Virginia Woolf, 1976, Art, 303 pages. Fry's childhood, years at Cambridge,
married life and career as painter, art critic, and celebrated lecturer are carefully portrayedThe
actor's freedom toward a theory of drama, Michael Goldman, Sep 5, 1975, Biography &
Autobiography, 180 pages 0758240287, 9780758240286 Instructors Resource Manual , K. Elayn
Martin-Gay, Nov 8, 2001, Mathematics When attorney Jack Newlin discovers his wife dead in their
home, he's convinced he knows who killed herвЂ”and is equally determined to hide the truth. He
decides to frame. This is the ultimate documentary credit handbook for the person that want an
easy and safe way to a successful documentary credit transaction without having to study rules.
Too often we are tempted into thinking how wrong other people's religions and scriptures are,
rather than focusing on what's right about our own. We act like some of our.
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Han yu pin yin fang an cao an tao lun ji, Volume 1 , Wen zi gai ge chu ban she, 1957, Chinese
languageThe Cambridge Companion to Greek Tragedy , P. E. Easterling, Oct 2, 1997, Drama, 392
pages. This book deals with the historical context of ancient Greek tragic performances, with the
plays themselves, and with later adaptation and re-performance, down to modern times One Last
Kiss Mary Wilbon Little Chimp and the Bees , , Sep 13, 2000, Chimpanzees, 16 pages. Little Chimp
is frightened when Big Chimp disturbs bees from their hive. As they come flying out, Little Chimp
hides in some long grass. However, the enticement of delicious



Nursing Care Planning Made Incredibly Easy! , Lippincott, Sep 26, 2012, Medical, 288 pages. The
new edition of Nursing Care Planning Made Incredibly Easy is the resource every student needs to
master the art of care planning, including concept mapping. Starting with aGeology of the Country
Around Goole, Doncaster and the Isle of Axholme Memoir for One-Inch Sheets 79 and 88 (England
and Wales), Geoffrey Douglas Gaunt, C. G. Goodwin, 1994, Geology, 169 pages Graphic Design
The New Basics, Ellen Lupton, Jennifer Cole Phillips, Mar 20, 2008, Art, 247 pages. "This guide for
students and professionals refocuses design instruction on the study of the fundamentals of form,
informed by contemporary media, theory, and software systems Wrestling with Angels gathers
writings by Rowan Williams ? many now out of print or otherwise difficult to obtain ? spanning the
years 1980?2000. It focuses on his insightful.
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On Stage & in Shadows A Career Memoir, Marie Wallace, Jun 1, 2005, Biography & Autobiography,
185 pages. "Broadway veteran Marie Wallace provides an intimate, informative, often humorous
look behind the scenes of such stage classics as Gypsy and Sweet Charity. Her Dark ShadowsGlass
Houses A Gregor Demarkian Novel, Jane Haddam, Apr 17, 2007, Fiction, 304 pages. For over a
year, Philadelphia has been plagued by a serial killer dubbed the Plate Glass Killer by the media.
But finally, the police think they've caught a break - a man has Families in Conflict Perspectives of
Children and Parents on the Family Court Welfare Service, , Jan 1, 2001, Political Science, 114
pages. As the new Children and Family Court Advisory and Support Service (CAFCASS) takes over
responsibility for the work previously undertaken by family court welfare officers, the An authority
on gerontology offers a way to extend life and slow the aging process by reducing daily caloric, fat,
sugar, and salt intake while increasing vitamins and minerals.
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True Riches A Novel, Adrian R. Apple, 1931, Utopias, 172 pagesThe Tudor Shakespeare, Volume
38 , William Shakespeare, 1913 One Last Kiss Mary Wilbon 304 pages
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